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POLLING DATE—

HYSTERIA INVASION—

WE DID IT—

EX-COMM. SETS PSA COP Debaters Win 17th Yearly Band
Frolic Hits COP
ELECTIONS FOR
In Ohio Tourney April 22nd-23rd
MAY
1
OR
2
SMALL boy you could
Competing with 180 colleges, representing

THAT
hardly have failed to notice at the
track meet last Saturday, as he
gave out with the longest and
swiftest procession of swear
words ever heard in Baxter Sta
dium upon Ray Kring's failure
to make fourteen feet in the pole
vault, is quite a case.
At the age of eight or so he
: was
brought to Dr. McCall's
: speech clinic unable to pronounce
j a single word intelligibly, or forI mulate a single sentence.
(Continued on page 2)

AT 8 P. M.—

Stuart Ghase to Lecture
Here Kext Monday Nite
Stuart Chase, fifth and final
speaker to appear locally under
I the auspices of the Pacific Lec
ture Series, will speak on the
platform of the Pacific Audito
rium at 8 p. m. Monday, April 21.
The prominent figure in politic
al issues, writer of such wellknown books as "For This WE
Fought," "Idle Money, Idle Men,"
and "Where's the Money Coming
From?", will be appearing in
Stockton for the first time in his
long career as an economist. The
ability to analyze economic
trends and political issues with
informal humor, homely twists
of phrase, and rare insight, have
made the name of Stuart Chase
famous throughout the United
States.
Tickets are on sale at the
Little Theatre box office.

HELP WANTED—

LA Co. Needs
Student Help
P. E. and Recreation majors
with 2 years of college or play
ground experience are needed for
summer employment by the Los
Angeles County Civil Service
Commission.
Play leaders, playground direc'ors, pool guards, life guards and
locker room attendants are want
ed from July 1 to September 1 in
school playgrounds and County
Parks in all parts of Los Angeles
County.
Employment lists are being set
UP now so students are urged to
aPply immediately. Further in
formation may be obtained from
L A. County Civil Service Com
mission, Room 102, Hall of Rec°rds, Los Angeles, 12, Calif.

Nominations for the PSA election held on
May 1 or 2, will be accepted at 10:45 Thursday
assembly on April 24.
The following vacancies are to be filled:
President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer;
live publication committee representatives, two
representatives at large from the Freshman and
Sophomore classes, one repre
sentative at large from the Jun
ior and Senior classes.
Plans for nominations:
1. Class representatives at large
must be nominated and seconded
by PSA members of their various
classes.
2. All other officers must be
nominated and seconded by PSA
members.
3. Campaign rules will be
posted Monday before nomina
tions.
4. All officers including class
representatives will be elected by
the entire student body.
5. Student Affairs Committee
will be in charge of campaigns
and elections.
The Ex-Committee agreed at
last Monday night's meeting to
pay for half of the expenses of
(Continued on Dage 7)

every province in the country, victory was scored
by the 1947 debate squad of the Pi Kappa Delta
National Tournament at Bowling Green, Ohio,
April 4-8. Topics of debate were: "Should Labor
Have a Share in the Management of Industry,"
and "Threats to World Peace."
tFORTY FOUR WINS
COP's squad accumulated a
total of forty-four points, thus
taking top honors, with Augustana College of Illinois, in second
place with forty-three accumu
1
lated points.
WINNER OF MEN'S
COP men's team consisted of
Manuel Furtado-and John Baird.
Furtado rated superior in extem
poraneous speaking, and Baird
rated superior in oratory, and
good in discussion. As a debating
team, they rated superior in de
bating, and captured a' sweep
stakes trophy in the men's divis
ion.
WINNERS OF WOMEN'S
. Pat Corwin and Mary Spanos
comprised the COP women's
team. Corwin ranked excellent in
oratory and discussion, and
(Continued on page 2)
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Parade, Open Houses and Dance
PAGIFIC-ISM
By MARVIN MORGANTI
The scent of newly-cut lawn
. the beauty of camillias bloom
ing in the mfdst of April showers
. . . the trees bursting forth with
all their vivid splendor after be
ing dormant through Stockton's
fog and cold ... the tennis team
working hardously under the re
cently-discovered sun to bring
glory to Pacific sportsmen . . .
the smell of greasepaint back
stage at Pacific Little Theatre . . .
the coeds dashing to and from
classes in light sweaters and
skirts . . . and the fellas proving
the old adage "In spring a young
man's fancy turns
If you've noticed the student
workers operating the mechani
cal lawn-mowers ... if you hear
KAEO regularly, and consistent
ly complain about announcers,
(Continued on page 2)

The big weekend has finally
arrived and the College of the
Pacific Campus has taken on
new gaiety and excitement as
students and groups prepare for
the festivities in store.
The event got started yesterday
with the Pep Rally during the
regular assembly period. The
real festivities begin this evening
and continue into tomorrow. The
schedule of events follows this
order:
Friday
6:45 — Parade in downtown
Stockton.
8:00 to 12:00—Open Houses.
Saturday
2?15—Baseball at Oak Park,
College of Pacific vs. Santa Bar
bara State.
2:30 — Track Meet, Stockton
Junior College vs. Modesto Jun
ior College.
9:00—Mardi Gras Ball.
11:00—Crowning of Queen.
(Continued on page 21

Co-Gp House Mother Is
'47 California Mother
"Mother of California, 1947"
is Mrs. Lucy forkner, house
mother since 1945, at the Pacific
Co-operative house. This honor
was bestowed upon Mrs. Forkner
April 12, 1947 by the American
Mothers Committee of the Golden
Rule Foundation in New York,
having been recommended by
Mrs. L. Cliberon, Dr. Long, Dr.
Werner, and Mrs. Fred Ellis.
STATE AND NATIONAL
COMMITTEES ELECT
Mrs. Forkner was elected
"Mother of California, 1947" by
both the state's committee and
the national committee.
As mother of California, she is
now in states' competition for
the national mother's honorship.
(Continued on page 7)

The Annual Pacific Band Frol
ic to be held on April 22-23 prom
ises to make this outstanding
tradition the most entertaining
In the past 17 years.
Every organization on campus
will be represented by various
stunts. The first night will elimi
nate entries, and the top placers
will win a chance to compete on
the final performance. The fea
tured stunts, appropriately cos
tumed and staged, will be judged
by two separate groups in order
to assure impartiality and fair
ness.
The proceeds from a small ad
mission fee will be used to help
complete the band uniforming
project next fall. On display will
be the flashy band uniforms
which have been styled especially
for the Pacific Band by Craddock Uniforms Inc. They are to
be submitted for the purpose of
criticism by the band, the college
authorities, and the PSA from
which the majority of funds were
appropriated.

SQUAD HONORED
COP Invited to Debate
In National Tourney
Held at West Point
College of Pacific received noti
fication that our debate team was
one chosen to attend the National
Invitaional Debate Tournament
organized by the U.S. Military
Academy to be held May 2 at
West Point.
California, Nevada, Utah, Ari
zona and New Mexico comprise
one district out of the 8 in which
the country was divided. In each
district a committee was estab
lished to select the teams which
would participate. Dr. Allen Nicholos of USC was chairman of
our district 'committee which
chose USC, Redlands, University
of Utah, and College of Pacific
as the four qualified debate
squads to compete.
According to the recent Ex.
Committee report, COP will not
be represented due to the fact
that low funds in Speech Dept.
budget are not sufficient.

Bridge Club

^Off campus students interest
ed in joining a Bridge Club
sign up today in the Dean's
office.
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TOOM-STOKS
(Continued from page 1)

V E T S OFFERED

JOB SERVICE

Heil Bollinger-WSCF Mardi Gras Queen Crowned at \\
Man Speaks Wed.-SCA (Continued from page 1) the Fox-California Theatre

The United States Civil Service
be the important spot of tf ^
Heil Bollinger, executive secre
1:00—Good night.
Commission announces an exami tary of the Methodist Student
rade. It is here that thethe pa.
Tonight at 6:45 the Mardi Gras and stunts will be * j ®°ats
nation for probational appoint Movement, will speak on the
.
Wdged f
ment to the position of statistic World Student Christian Federa Parade will begin its line of cleverness, originality, prese 0r
march
through
the
streets
of
ian at $5,905 to $9,975 per year. tion at a dinner meeting at the
tion of idea, etc. The four judnta'
Only field positions in Washing SCA Building Wednesday, April Stockton. All those who are con who will cast the deciding v?es
nected with the parade whether for the winners will be j h ° "
ton, D. C., and departmental po
0
it be in connection with a float
STRANGE INDEED a r e the sitions located in Washington, 23, at 6:00 p. m.
Calvin, President of the Par5
Bollinger has just returned or a stunt, are asked to be there
monickers often attached to those D. C. and vicinity will be filled
Avenue Merchants Associati''C
from Europe where he attended by 6:15 so that the order of march
pedantic and opinionated para from this examination.
Bert Lewis, Stockton Merchant
a WSCF conference in Switzer can be arranged. The parade will
graphs of idiocy in most college
Preference is based on veterans land. He observed student work form at the corner of Hunter Association; Ed Bravo, head »
papers, laughingly called col
honorably discharged from the throughout Europe and will out and Lindsay streets near the the 1947 Regatta, and Miss Gray
umns.
decorator for the Wonder.
U. S. Armed forces, and the legal line the work of Christian Stu Post Office.
The recent history of our own right to specify sex is retained.
Following the parade the floats
Pacific Weekly provides a num The forms necessary for applica dents as a world movement and ROUTE
of the different groups will re
ber of humorous titles well tion may be obtained from the the future of the Student Christ
The line of march will be down turn to the campus where the
ian Movement in his talk.
worth recalling.
local Post-office or from the U. S.
Hunter Street to Weber Avenue; will be on display. Open Houses
The local MSM will act as the groups will turn left on
During the height of popularity Civil Service Commission, Wash
will be in progress from 8 until
of Hemingway's recent novel ington ?5, D. C.
hosts to Bolinger.
Weber Avenue and continue on 12 at all the groups on campus
about the Spanish civil war, the
Reservations for the dinner may down to Stanislaus. Here the pa
The two athletic events win
Weekly had a gossip column call
be made by signing the list in rade will turn right for one block get the ball rolling on Saturday
PACIFIC-ISM
ed: "On Whom The Belles Told."
the SCA Building or by calling where they will turn right on There is a choice of going to the
Other incisive and crytic gossip(Continued from Page 1)
2-7912 before Monday noon, Main Street. The line of march JC Track Meet or the COP Basecolumn titles were, "Sly Slaps at
will continue down Main Street bal game at Oak Park.
April 21.
Society" and "With Malice To programs, etc ... if you're hav
and eventualy disband in Hunter
ing
a
tough
time
deciding
for
ward Everybody."
NINE TO—
Square.
In 1941 a student by the name whom to cast your Mardi Gras
Festivities at the Civic Audi
For the benefit of those in the
of Breed manfully titled his com Queen vote, but can hardly wait
torium
will commence at nine
parade
the
reviewing
stand
will
for
the
big
weekend
...
if
you're
(Continued from Page 1)
mentary "Breed's Contempts."
o'clock as Eddy Fitzpatrick
be
located
on
Main
Street
right
sorry
you
signed-up
for
that
8:00
The astronimical number of fan
Spanos rated superior in extern- opposite the Fox California strikes the beginning notes of the
letters he received containing the o'clock, but qan't do anything
big Mardi Gras Ball. Music from
the girls rated superior in debaG Theatre.
about
it
now
...
if
you're
disap
words, "I have nothing but con'
the Mardi Gras will be broadcast
poraneous speaking. Together
pointed
'cause
soon
the
snows
tempt for 'Breed's Contempts,'"
over KWG Saturday night from
will have high-tailed it to the the girls rated superior in debat LEIGH LEADS
you can well imagine.
Janet Leigh, who to her Stock 10:30 to 11:00.
ing and were awarded a Sweep
rivers
and
streaihs
and
you
can't
Also there was an aspiring
ton friends is Jeanette Morrison
stakes trophy also.
Eleven o'clock will be the ex
sports editor who named his twist legs or break ankles skiing
Reames, will ride in the lead car citing moment! The moment that
any
longer
this
season
.
.
.
And
weekly erudition after a disease
BETZ ELECTED
at the beginning of the parade.
which he had failed to conquer by if you have more than five com
Besides winning two sweep Immediately behind the lead car everyone has been waiting for.
plaints
concerning
the
Weekly
all sorts of applications of Abstakes trophies, Pacific was fur will be last year's Mardi Gras Following the presentation of the
upon
issuance
every
Friday
.
.
.
awards the Coronation Cere
sorbine Jr., Quinsiana, Whitfield's
ther distinguished by having Queen, Marge Hiers. The Lodi
then, Yes, siree, You know what
Ointment, et al.
Dean E. S. Betz elected as Na High School Band will follow the monies will take place. The per
PACIFIC-ISM
means!
petual cup will go to the House
He called it "Athlete's Feats."
tional President at this 12th bi two lead cars.
having
the winning float and
To this day, as far as we know,
ennial convention of Pi Kappa
Stunts will be performed at in merchandise orders will be given
said: "You know Romberg played Delta.
he hasn't gotten rid of it.
tervals between the floats. A to a boy and a girl who have the
Gershwin just as if it had been
highlight of the parade will be best stunt in the parade, who are
TOURNAMENT ACTIVITIES
AFTER HAVING featured a written by Romberg."
COP's squad was guest first at the presentation of all the Queen the best matched couple at the
series of buxom and pretty vocal
ists in the early part of his show, SUPPORTERS OF the various the University of Denver, where candidates for the 1947 Mardi Mardi Gras, and who are the
most original couple at the Mar
Sigmund Romberg, in his appear queen candidates have been doing they spent a day debating and Gras.
The judges' stand across from di Gras.
ance last week in Stockton, took themselves proud of late, utiliz discussing labor problems. At
the microphone himself long ing in their glamorous posters Lincoln, Nebraska the squad de
enough to get off-a quaint gag. such catch slogans as "Make bated before businessmen's lunch
"I think you will agree," he Marks Your Mark," "Don't Run eons, and classes at the Univers
said shyly. "I know a good voice Her, But Walker," "No Sobbin' ity of Nebraska. At Chicago the
group interviewed personnel man
With Robin," and others.
when I SEE one."
!!
I I
It reminds old timers of when agers of Hart Schaffner & Marx
The rest of his program, which
involved classics, neo-classiscs, Bob Nikkei, the Rhizite, was run and Saks 5th Avenue stores.
p s e u d o - c l a s s i c s , m a r c h e s a n d ning for King of the J^ardi Gras. Bowling Green State University
in frosting colors
swing, was commercialized and One of the rival orgs got out a acted as host for the five days
entertaining and received the big bunch of posters that said: of contests and meetings, open
ing their dormitories and school
usual amount of hackneyed critic Nikkei's not worth a penny."
buildings to the representatives
ism.
HE WAS elected by a landslide! of 180 colleges.
One of the gentler fault-finders
Those shocked women and
astounded men who heard his
gush of vituperation on the track
will agree wholeheartedly that he
is completely cured.

Debate Team

BIRIHDfly PARTY

You'll look as sweet
as a birthday cake in thisdainty broadcloth Lil'Alice
dress, witk wliite eyelet
embroidery.

$10.95

a*u{ fffatemQ"
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY, STOCKTON, LTD.
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RONDO
BOUTS
By EVELYN GRANT
Now that Spring has sprung,
conservatory students can re
sume their old gripes about the
lack of ventilation in the practice
rooms. It seems to me that the
only unreasonable factor involved
is the way a simple little thing
like a couple hours practice is
surrounded with all this false
modesty.
For example, students are
forced by college rules to enter
the conservatory in a state of
complete dress. Now what kind of
a ruling is that? If bathing suits
are acceptable over at the swim
ming pool why are they immod
est in a practice room—It's the
same principle as a steam bath.
Seriously, it shouldn't be too
hard to take this week if it is
true that people get consolation
from the misery of others. With
the faculty recital coming off
Sunday, April 20th, the faculty
will be sweating out a few hours
worth for the sake of "art"—
(you all know Art) and students
can derive a little sadistic pleas
ure from that.
The program will consist of the
following numbers: "Sonata op.
5, in F minor," by Brahms, play
ed by Mr. Edward Shadbolt, pi
anist, ... a group of early Eng
lish songs sung by J. Henry Welton and including these numbers,
(Continued on Page 8)

WITH

Triendly
"Saddle-Boys" take the
style of his shoes to put
him atyour feet. Ofcourse
they're by Friendly!

The Proposal

By DAVID FARLEY

CAMPUS MIRROR
By BYRON MEYER

job an give up tha baby dipers
Here I am, darlin' . . .
Naw, don't rush yaself. We got racket wich wuz foldin anyhow. THE DEANS OF WOMEN
By MARION BRIMM
Receive many strange requests,
lotsa time. Jus come down wen An I pulled down a good pile
fum tha patriotic rivitin
job as evidenced by the following, BOB—kind of tall, about 5 ft. 9
yer ready. . . .
Lemme see now, I sets her which I had, an tha black market submitted in all seriousness to
And he has those bright blue
here, ona love-seat, then I gets squeeze wuz a lush one too, kid. one of the Deans of an Eastern
blue eyes that shine.
But now I'm in wat ya might call college: "Lost—One girl on the W inning smile, but for only one
down on me knee. . . .
' Love's ya. . . . Nah, I'll do it a wite collar racket, like I sez. ... bus to Watertown. Description—
For wedding bells will soon be
An that ain't all. A guy wat's Hails from Massena, N. Y. About
standin' up on me feet.
rung.
I loves ya. . . .
I n business ad. he finds his spot,
When it comes to books he's
An' then wen she comes, I'll—.
Oh, ya ready so soon, darlin'?
really hot.
L ikes it here at COP
I din see ya come down. I — ah
"Its three more years," says
— say, I'll tell yo wat. Les jus
set here a wile, huh? No use
Bob, "for me."
S wimming is his favorite sport,
rushin off. . . Thas right.
But he likes athletics of any
Aaaaah — ya know, I bin tinksort.
in, kid. I tell ya, ya might not
0 ften seen with a camera in
tink it ter look at me, but inside
hand,
me I'm really a tinkin man.
Quite an expert, I understand.
Unnerneit me rough — me
N ow that the facts about Bob
rough ex-teer-yer, I'm wat yez
have been lain,
might call a — well — a tinkin
Let's see whats to say about
man. ... I tinks a lot, an — well
Mr. Kain.
— I bin tinkin.
Huh? . . . Ya do? . . . Well,
yeah, I guess yer right. Evabody
B ob was born in Alabamy
tinks some—in they own way.
Where they have mint juleps
Thas was tha ol noggin's fer, huh
and fry that hamy.
kid? Ha Ha. . . . But you take me
now. (Heh, heh — I hope mebe
K ind brown eyes, that will some
someday ya will take me, huh
day see
kid? —heh-heh). Well, like I wuz
A certificate for Dr. Kain, M.D.
sayin, me, I tinks more'n mos
A secret ambition to learn to fly
guys, an. . . .
You can readily see his aims
Well, wat I'm drivin' at . . . a bouncer in a real nice jernt like 5 feet 3 inches tall, brunette,
are high.
Look, you'n me, we got a lot in were I woik has got a soiten blue eyes, wears glasses, about
common, see? ... Well, ta give ut amounta press-teej, besides bein 110 pounds. Sentimental value. 1 n the science building he's often
seen,
to ya> straight, I'm really rakin well-ter do.
Please return."
Though lately the golf course
Looking far into the future,
in tha dough now I got this here
So, ya see, kid, that way tings
is the scene.
Frances Scofield, North Dallas
wat ya might call wite collar
er set up, if I wuz ta tinka takin
high school student, doesn't plan N ewman Club and Ex-Comm.
a seryus step like—ah—well, I'd
too,
to have her education fouled up
really be in a spot were I could
A real good member, I'll tell
AN ANSWER . . seryusly
by past, present or future housing
tink about it.
you.
problems at North Texas State.
PLEASE? Well, les look at ut fum anotha Miss
This is the end, I'm done,
Scofield, who will graduate
I'm through, blue, glue,
angle. . . .
from high school in Spring of
By BOB HUTH
brew, hue, dew, flew, re
'48 has written for her reserva
If I wuz ter say . . .
view, and goodby to you,
Look
here,
Henrietta
.
.
.
tion
for
a
dorm
room
at
the
ColI changed my question for this
i
you, you, you.
Aaaaah — Henrietta —I loves
week to read "Do You Think
(Continued on Page 8)
ya.
This
here
achin
verd
in
me
Grading On the Qurve Is Fair"
instead of "Do You Think Grad heart kin only be filled, tha ining On the Curve Is Fair to the foino of desire in me soul kin
Average Student?" The reason ony be—kin ony be—kin ony be
for this is that just who in this doused wen ya sez "I do" an tha
school is average?! The following ol boy panounces them woids that
are the answers I received to make ar two souls one.
one—one—one en-tie-ty in wed
the former:
lock.
Hobart Miller: "I like it."
Darlin, say yez wanna be one
Shirley Arthur: "Generally not
spirut
wit me till det us duz part.
fair."
Will ya be me moll?
John Yadgar: "I think it is
Ya do? ona level, la do? . . .
fair."
Well, chez.
(Continued on page 7)
LATEST

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

RECORDS
RADIOS and PHONOGRAPHS

Gaia-Delucchi Co.
American and Channel
WE

DISC-HITS

Let us supply you with all
your musical needs.

JOHNNY CALVIN

DELIVER DAILY
(Eic.pt Sat.)

2016 Pacific Avenue

— FOR—

MARDI GRAS
COSTUMES
OF ALL KINDS

Dainty Jotted
interpreted hy Lil Alice,
with new features: full, full
hias skirt and elaeticized
neckline. Jr. sizes.

—T R Y—

CAPITAL COSTUMES
813 1-2 J ST. — SACRAMENTO
Phone 4-0528
102 E. MAIN

PERSONALITY
SKETCHES

$1Q

^
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SOCIETY

JUDO KUDO

Scrolls Tell Story
Of Howen-Detrick

Barbara Pearce-George Torvik
Exchange Nuptial Vows

Nuptial vows were exchanged
on Sunday, March 23rd
•>3-Hn
""t"™*
at
at 3:Qo
4.1 Morris
HIT
4^1 4,1 on-= +the College •>oft 4-1—
- Pacific
44 4SOra
. ca
"She's lovely, she's engaged, o'clock in the
Chapel
the
mpUs
she uses Ju Jitsu." These clever when Barbara Pearce became the bride of George Torvik.
DOROTHY COLEMAN
ANNOUNCEMENT
verses on scrolls announced the
Barbara, who is affiliated witu
engagement of Sally Howen,
Box of Candy
Epsilon Lambda Sigma sororit
Fire Alarm Brings
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
formerly of Sacramento Wore IT
Howen of Alameda, to Leonard
Announces Betrotha News to East Hall
traditional white satin and i0
Detrick, son of Mr. and Mrs. D.
veil, carrying white camellias Jll
The poem on the traditional
L.
Detrick
of
Stockton,
last
The ringing of the fire alarm
bouvardia. Dorothy Hayd
five pound box of candy ended
en.
Thursday, April 10 at South Hall.
Barbara's cousin, also from Sa
with "Dot and Chuck" and thus at East Hall last week brought
Sally, a junior at the College
down
the
girls
to
receive
the
an
ramento, was the maid of honor
was the engagement of Dorothy
of the Pacific, is majoring in dra
wearing a pink marquisette dres<
Coleman and Charles Yokel an nouncement of the engagement matics. The engagement was first
and carrying pink camellias anc
nounced at Epsilon Lambda Sig of Ora Newell, daughter of Mr. announced at a party given by
and Mrs. Ben B. Newell to Roy
gardenias. Her bridesmaids
ma on Thursday, April 10.
her
parents
in
Alameda.
Phillips of San Francisco.
Jackie Mott and Margaret Rich
Ora, the bride elect, is a stud
ards, of Sacramento, wore pin*
ent at Stockton Junior College
marquisette dresses and carriec
sweet peas for their bouquets.
The brides mother, Mrs. H. J
Pearce, wore a black dress, pinh
hat, and long pink gloves.
George is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John P. Torvik of Richmond
and belongs to the Omega Phi
Alpha fraternity. His brother.
Jim Torvik, also an Omega Phi
served as the groom's best man.
George's ushers were Don Burgeson Chuck Magneson, Leneor
Sullivan, A1 Kabaras and Delwir
Bubb.
"Always," "Because," and the
"Lord's Prayer," were sung at the
wedding by Alice Dakin.
EPSILON
The reception took place from
f April Showers' Theme 3:30 to 5:00 at Epsiloh; 350
Dorothy, the daughter of Mr.
guests were invited.
Leonard, an engineering stu
and Mrs. H. M. Coleman of San
Of
Spring
Formal
dent and sophomore at Stockton
Mateo is majoring in art and
plans to receive her teaching cre where she is majoring in business Junior College, served three and
"April Showers" was the theme ENGAGEMENT
dential upon graduation from the administration. The engagement a half years with the Marine of the spring formal given by
College of Pacific this June. She was first announced at home at a
Dishes of Ice Cream
Corps. He is affiliated with Epsilon Lambda Sigma in honor
is affiliated with Epsilon Lambda
of their new pledges Saturday
shower given for a friend.
Omiga Phi Alpha fraternity on
Sigma sorority on Campus.
Bring Surprise News
evening, April 12.
Roy is the son of Mr. and Mrs. campus.
Chuch is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
The
decorations
of
the
dance
The note on the box of candy
Plans for the wedding are in
Frank C. Yokel of Huntington RobRoy Phillips of San Fran
were the suggestion of April said not to open until after dessert
Park, California.
cisco.
definite.
showers with rainbows and a and after one spoonful of ice
rain effect on the walls, plus dif cream the girls at Epsilon Lamb
ferent displays of spring flowers da Sigma knew that the engage
which only April showers can ment of Ila Mae Davis and Robert
bring.
Wilson was being announced in
The bids of silver and pink car the very novel way of having
ried out the theme of April show their names together on a slip
ers with little silver umbrellas of paper at the bottom of the
painted on the cover. On the in dish.
side of the bids was a poem writ
Ila Mae, daughter of Mr. and
ten by Marion Brim.
Mrs. Boyd Davis of Portola, CaliPatrons and patronesses were:
.I!-/
Mr, and Mrs. Earl Wood, Mr. and
Mrs. John Gemma, and Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Potter.
General chairman was Marnell
Rubel; decorations, Nancy Rinehart; music, Lurlene Troyer, and
bids, Bev Owens.
The music was Wayne Morrill's
combo.

SUN-

SWIM-

PLAY—

Shellubrication
9.95

'CORKER" two piecer

* Perfect fitting all way stretch. Cotton,
Lastex, Rayon fabric
* Concealed draw-cord keeps waist firmly
in place.
* Straps looped at bra center to enhance
bust fullness..

Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

Sibley E. Bush
Phone 3-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

* Loops at bra top permit strap adjust
ment.

Also 'SWIM and SUN'
'HEAT WAVE' — 'CINDERELLA'
'SMOOTHIE' —'BO PEEP'
—Thrift Stamps with Fverv Purchase—

s

College Cleaners
We give Quality
Plus Service
FOUR-DAY SERVICE

MAIN AT HUNTER

PHONE 9-9771

fornia,
is a
JLOJ.
11J.O., la
a. sophomore (here
_
r
Stockton Junior College and is a
filiated with Epsilon Lambda >?
ma. The bride-elect is an educa
tion major and is working
her teacher's credential.
Robert, who served with the
United States Navy is the son
Mrs. Clarence Wilson of Ber
ley. Robert is majoring in
ness administration and plan
continue his studies here.
The plans for the wedding &
set for sometime in Nove ^
when they will be marrie
Morris Chapel.

2314 Pacific Ave.
PHONE 2-7774
iAAAAAAAAA AAAA

a

a
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TIGER TANK
CREW STOPS
SPARTANS
Bengal Mermen Crack
Two 4-Man Relay Marks
Wiping out the stigma of eight
years without a victory over
vaunted Sparta, College of Pacif
ic's four-man 400-yd relay team
edged out San Jose State in the
final event, established a new
pool and college record while they
were at it, and gave the Tiger
splashers a 44-31 swim-meet vic
tory last Friday afternoon in the
local pool.
STARTED CLOSE
From the very outset the con
test was bitterly-fought and a
quick tab of the running score
just before the four-man relay
showed that the race winner
would be the meet winner.
The Tiger medley team won
easily in 3:10.6 and Driggs swam
away with the 220, but the Spart
ans had both second and third
and the furlong and came back
to snatch first and third in the
50. Then Bronfin won the diving
but the Spartans kept abreast by
taking second and third.
TWO SWEEPS
Wilson and Mork swept the 150yd backstroke but Spartans Wolff
and Rudloff did the same in the
200-yd breast. After Driggs had
won the quarter-mile with San
Jose depth again taking second
and third, it all depended on the
relay.
Smashing a four-year-old pool
record, the relay team of Boyd,
Toomay, Driggs and Steel went
the distance of 400 yds in 3.47.7
to wipe out the old standard set
by Wright, Taioli, Toomay, Ro
bertson in 1942 and win the meet
for Pacific.

By FRANK JEANS

Sportmanship has always been
noticed to show up more in ath
letics than anywhere else.
The most recent and outstand
ing piece of sportsmanship came
Saturday afternoon in Pacific's
track meet with the Cal Aggies.

Ker, Kring Also
Double Winners

FEAT NOT NOTICED

To the bulk of fans present
this piece of sportsmanship failed
to catch their eye. Anyway, be
fore the start of the quarter-mile
run as the runners were lining
up, Phil Schediwy had a key
starting position, second to the
pole.
Of his own free will Phil gave
up this key starting post to his
running mate, Stan McVicker.

GAELS GALLOP HERE—

Tiger Splashers
Face Gael Tank
Squad Tuesday
r| ' T'

Heck Ties 100 Yard School Mark;
Pacific Tracksters Down Aggies,
- 48V2 In Local's Initial Meet

Chris Kjeldsen's Tiger swim
mers will skip a day in their in
tensive training for the crucial
return engagement with the Uni
versity of California and take on
the St. Mary's Gaels next Tuesday
in the second meet of a home
and-home arrangement.
The opening event will take
place in the local tank at 4:00
p. m.
IMPROVED GAELS
In their earlier-season meeting
the Bengals submerged the Gaels
65-10, an almost perfect swim
ming score. This time the story
may not be the same as the Bricault-coached Moragans have im
proved by leaps and bounds in
recent outings.
The visitors' star is Vern
Shultze who pressed Don Driggs
in the 220 free-style previously
and who aids and abbets his team
by swimming a lap in both re
lays.
As usual, Chris Kjeldsen will
rely on his highly-touted firstplace power to crush the Gaels.
And in the meantime, Bob Steel
the medley relay team and the
four-man relay team will be sti iv
ing for new records in their fav
orite events.

DIDN'T EVEN PLACE

Phil not only knocked himself
out of placing in the 440, but al
lowed McVicker to capture first
place.
Hats off to Phil Schediwy, a
great sport.

While on the subject of track I
would like to put forth a predic
tion on tomorrow's track meet
against Fresno State.
WE CAN BEAT FSC

"Moose'Tjams and myself were
comparing Fresno's track squad
with Pacific's the other day and
finally decided Pacific could drop
the Bulldogs, 68 2/3 to 62 1/3.
Hang on to that score and see
how close we come. The way we
figured it out Pacific could do
the following in each event.
TWO SWEEPS
100—First, second and third.
220—First, second and third.
440—Second.
880—Third.

Mile—Second.

2 Mile—First.

In overpowering the Cal Ag
gies, 82'4 to 4814 last Saturday in
Baxter Stadium, Pacific's vaunted
track team captured 11 out of 15
first places and swept one event.
BLOND BLAZER
The most outstanding perform
ance of the day was Bob Heck s
:9.6 time in the 100 yard dash.
Heck's blazing speed earned him
a berth as one of Pacific's alltime greats, tying Loveridge's
school mark set in the 30's. :9.6 is
but two tenths of a second off the
world's record.
Rapid Robert also brought home
the bacon in the 220, being clocked
at 22.5, and ran anchor in the win
ning mile relay, closing up a 10
yard gap.
DOUBLE WINNERS
Other double winners fo Pacif
ic were Bay Kring, victorious in
the high hurdles and pole vault,
BOB HECK is shown edging out KEN REII) in the anchor lap of the and George Ker, taking blue rib
mile relay in Saturday's meet with the Cal Aggies. Heck pulled up
bons in the shot and discus.
from a 10-yard handicap after receiving the baton and nosed out
"Wliity" Schlangc was Cal Ag
Reid in the last five yards.
gies' only two event winner, vic
tor in the high jump and the low
SCORE MIGHT BE 65-2/3 TO 65-1/3; TAKE YOUR PICK hurdles.
Other than Heck's :9.6 hundred,
five other marks were outstand
ing. Stan McVicker, Tiger 440 man
turned in a 51.6 quarter mile. Ray
Kring cleared 13* 6" in the pole
vault.
George Ker placed the pellet
49' from the circle and the discus
142'. After competition was com
pleted Ker tossed the platter 154'
With one victory under their belts, Pacific's track aggregation 7", -a non-recognized new school
travels to Fresno tonight to compete in a dual meet with Fresno mark.
Jerry Weber, Aggie javlin man,
Stcite*
Last week Fresno upset Santa Barbara, 66-65, in their first meet. heaved the spear 195' 10-3/4".

COP CINDERMEN TO MEET
FRESNO'S SQUAD TONITE
Bengals Fealure Victory Over Gal Aggies;
Bulldogs Claim Slim Margin Over Gauchos

220 Lows—Third.
120 Highs—Third.
Mile Relay—First.
Pole Vault—First and third.
High Jump—First, second and
JACKSON'S TRIO
2 of a 3-way tie for third.
Coach Earl Jackson will rely on his top men as he did against
Broad Jump—First and third
FACE MODESTO NOW—
the Cal Aggies last week.
Discus—First,
— T o p men in Tiger skins will be
Shot—First.
Bob Heck, Ray Kring and George
Javlln—Third.
FOUR LEAGUE TILTS—
Ker, all double winners against
MAYBE MORE

Sacto Panthers
the Aggies.
Of course, if some of our Tiger
Claw JC Track
tracksters come through with Bengal 9 Awaits HANNER HELPERS
Fresno's coach, Flint Hanner,
exceptional marks. Pacific could
will put forth his big three to Team, 89 to 42
win by more than 6 1/3 points.
Gaucho, Spartan
I believe all Bengal rooters will
be satisfied with a 6 1/3-point
victory.
All true baseball lovers wil re
member old John Murphy, work
horse and fireman for the New
York Yankees a few years back.
Thus far in the present horsehide campaign, the Tigers have
won three games. Lou Bronzan
won the first two of these three
victories and saved the third.

TIGERS WIN AGAIN

Diamondaires
Coach Hugh McWilliams will
send his baseball squad to the
Oak Park diamond tonight and to
morrow, facing Santa Barbara in
a duo of revenge contests.
SPLIT EARLIER

Pacific split with Santa Barb
ara earlier this season down in
Santa Barbara.
Coach McWilliams will put his
full batting power and pitching
strength up against the Gauchos.
Batting power* for the Bengals
will come off the big sticks of
Grant Dunlap, Bud Klein and
Tommy Adkins.

Pacific's netsters dumped the
University of California 'Wednes
day afternoon in Berkeley, six
matches to three. The results:
Art Larsen (P) d. Beale, 6-3, 2-6;
George Druliner (P)d. Gish, 6-2, MAC'S MOUNDSMEN
Hill chores for the Santa Barb
64; Hank Pfister (P) d. Sokolov,
ara
tussles will probably be
6-0, 6-1; Borland (C) d. Ted Col
lins, 6-1, 6-3; Chet Covey (P) d. handled by Jim Enos and Jerry
B. Seymore, 6-3, 10-12, 64; P. Haines or Bill McFarland.
Gaucho heavy pounders are Big
Seymore (C) d. Gordon Dalbeck,
jCy
Williams, left fielder, and
6-0, 6-2; Druliner and Pfister d.
Beale-Gish, 6-2, 5-7, 64; Larsen Mark Steinberg, '46 all conference
and Collins d. Borland-Cheney, 1 shortstop.
After the two conference
9-7, 4-6, 64; Seymore-Vincent d.
games
with Santa Barbara tonight
Covey and Prince, 64, 6-2.

cope with Jackson's top trio.
Hanner will put his worries on
the shoulders of Jean Lamoure,
Merle Martin and Glenn Shaffer.
COP ENTRIES:
100—Heck, Orvis and Snyder.
220—Heck, Orvis and McVicker.
440—McVicker, and McGuire.
880—Garmlre and McGuire.
Mile—Garmire.
2-mile—Hanney.
Lows—Le Baron. Vannosek and
McGavren.
Highs—McGavren, Kring and
Vannosek.
Pole Vault—Kring, McGavren
and Flynn.
High Jump — Adams, Buck,
Vannosek and Stobner.
Shot—Ker and Watters.
Discuss—Ker, Swanson and
Goldman.
Javlin—Tisher, LeBaron
and
Snyder.
Broad Jump—Snyder, Dauth
and Hardin.

A strong head wind hampered
the efforts of the Cub cinder men
in the battle against Sacramento
J. C. Friday. The 89-42 score in
favor of the Panthers showed not
lack of ability but absence of con
dition for the Cubs. The Pan
thers had a two meet advantage
with chances to iron out faults.
This was Stockton's first meet.
STOKES, BIG GUN
Howard Stokes was a double
winner for Stockton sweeping the
low hurdles in 27 flat and the
440 yd. run in 55. Amer Gustafson, other Cub winner, took an
easy two mite in 11:48.5.
Other Cub thinclads showing
great promise were: Otto Horst
in the mile, Don Mitchler in the
880. Paul Murray in the high hur
dles, Phil Ortez in the high jump
and javelin. Dave Dunlap in the
high jump. Jack Clowdsley in the
broad jump and sprints. Bob
Mudd in the 100 and 220 dashes,
and tomorrow, the Bengal nine and Charles Shclton and Dan
travels to San Jose Wednesday Pontius in the pole vault.
The Cubs face Modesto tomor
to meet San Jose State in a con
row
afternoon on the local oval.
ference double header.
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SAC, LODI HI NEXT—

BOTH GAMES BY 1 RUN— MAC, WHOLE FRAT—

STANFORD NETMEN NEXT ON BENGALS' LIST—'

Cub Baseball Team
Even With Modesto

Tiger Horsehide Nine
In SpSit with Bulldogs

L. A, Heat Wave Gives USC Edge
And UCLA Tie with Tiger Netmen

Blasted thoroughly in the first
game by a 17-6 count, the Stock
ton J. C. baseballers came through
with a 8-5 win in the second game
of their league opener at Modesto
J. C. last Saturday.

Daren McGavren
Is Now Lone Sigma
Delta Psi Member

The College of Pacific Tigers
came within a gnat's eyelash of
Way back in 1942, Daren Mc
winning a doubleheader over
Fresno State last Saturday, but Gavren accomplised the feat of
had to be content with a split de equalling or bettering the re
cision on the Bulldog diamond. quirements on the fifteen event
Pacific won the second game, program. That year he was the
REHNERT THROWS
8-7, after dropping the first, 5-4.
only freshman on the Pacific
The first game was close only Both were nine-inning games.
for the first 3% innings, after
Coast to make Sigma Delta Psi.
which the Modesto team took BAD NINTH
Two other Pacific students were
Bill McFarland had himself a
over and had things pretty much
members at that time.
their own way. Mort Rehnert victory all wrapped up going into I
the
last
inning
of
the
first
game,
moved from the catcher's box to
ALL AROUND MAN
the pitcher's mound to stop the but a home run by Bill Rogers,
Requirements for this honor
uprising, but did no good. Don a double by Bill Smith and a single
I
are
set up by a national board.
McCormick moved from center by Bud Wheat drove in two runs
I They are made so that a man has
and
unsewed
McFarland's
win.
field to try his hand at pitching,
McFarland aided his own cause to be an all-around athlete to
and finished the game without
with
two hits in three trips, a meet the standards. "Mac" bet
too much damage.
tered the requirements in the
Catcher Lawrence Gentry look feat eqalled by First Baseman 100-yard dash by seven-tenths of
Sonny
Adkins.
Grant
Dunlap
hit
ed good breaking up two squeeze
a second; the mile run by 40 sec
plays in the final game, both of a triple and a single in five of onds; the baseball throw by six
ficial
trips.
them with the bases full. McCor
yards; the football punt by 10
mick also pitched five innings of FIREMAN LOU
yards; and he swam the 100 yards
Things went much better for in 58 seconds, a feat which could
the second game before giving
the Tigers in the second game, make the swimming team.
way to Eddie Shive.
Three runs in the extra eighth although there were plenty of
inning gave Stockton its win. Don anxious moments. Fresno got FINE SINGER TOO
McGavren is not limited to the
Brown hit five for seven in the three consecutive hits and a walk
off Pitcher Jerry Haines in the field of athletics for outstanding
two games.
sixth frame, which tallied three performances. He has a fine tenor
TWO HOMERS
runs before Lou Bronzan entered voice for singing with bands, and
Featuring home runs by Bob the scene. Lou retired the side has been heard as a player and
Leighton, with three men on, and and held Fresno to one hit for announcer often over the local
by Don McCormick, with one man the rest of the game.
station. But all these things are
on, the Cubs defeated Fairfield, HEAVY HITTERS
secondary on his list right now.
20-5, last week. Shive and DeThe "Big Sticker" in this game Mrs. McGavren and two sons are
venceni shared the pitching for the Tigers was Centerfielder the items of primary importance
scores.
Bud Klein.
right now.

ALL FOR FUN

AND FUN FOR ALL'.

LET'S GO!

18th

ANNUAL

Pacific Band Frolic

55

PIECE CONCERT BAND

55

AND THOSE TERRIFIC ALL CAMPUS VARIETIES
TUESDAY NIGHT 8:15
BIG PREVUE SHOW

14

Big Acts

14

ALL SEATS AT
All-Original Acts Staged by—

WEDNESDAY NIGHT 8:15
Streamlined Final

Trojans Subdue Garlingfon's Grew, 7 to 2, While
Darkness Stops Bengals from Dropping Bruins
As predicted our Tiger tennis team had a very tough time with
USC and UCLA last week in Los Angeles. Friday, April 11, was the
hottest Friday in the history of Los Angeles.
TROJANS STRONG

In the sub-tropical weather the Tigers took on a very powerful
Trojan squad and was defeated, 7-2. Although mother nature aid
her best to defeat them at Westwood, the boys fought to a 4%.
4% tie.
The weather was so vastly different that Larsen passed out
2nd FIRST ROUNDER—
cold after playing 2% hours Fri
day. Saturday on the brand new
asphalt Westwood courts, Pappy
Druliner was the victim of
cramps and heat exhaustion.
"Battling Bobby" Turner, C. O. DOUBLES DEFAULT
Druliner and Pfister defaulted
P.'s sensational welterweight, who
won 58 of his 61 bouts in Iowa, a match in which victory was a
a g a i n s t o l e P r o m o t e r B o y d forgone conclusion as they were
Thompson's show last Friday ahead, 8-6, 3-3.
Our number three doubles team
night by dropping Ray "Rocky"
Munoz of the Mercury A.C. in also had a tough break when
38 seconds of the first round at their match was called due to
darkness. They were ahead one
the Civic Auditorium.
set at the time.
FOUR FLOORS
There is a good possibility of a
Turner flattened Munoz four
times in the first canto before the ! return match in Stockton on May
Stockton Mexican took the long the 15th.
count. On the next Amateur CARDS AGAIN
On schedule for the Tigers this
card, Turner will be matched
against "Swinging Dickie" Wright week are matches with Stanford
another welterweight with a fine j at Palo Alto tomorrow,
reputation. Wright had TKO'd j UCLA SCORES
Singles — Garrett CUCLA) d.
Munoz three times and decisioned
Druliner, 6-4, 4-6, 8-6; Larsen
him once in four bouts.
(P) d. Saekett, 6-3, 6-4; Pfister
(P) d. Dunas, 6-3, 6-4; Nichols
ANTTILA'S DEBUT—
(UCLA) d. Collins, 6-3, 7-9, 6-4;
Covey .(P) d. Tellefson, 6-2, 2-6,
6-2; Fugle (UCLA) d. Dalbeck,

Bobby Turner in 28 Sec.
ICO Over'Rocky' Munoz

Jaysee Swimmers Sink
Ledi Hi in Grapetown

Coach Bill Anttila's Junior Col
lege swimming team, led by the
sparkling performances of Jack
Easby, Jack Ferrill, and Harmon
Shragge, each of whom bettered
his practice time by several sec-

SONG OF THE SOUTH
Walt Disney Feature in Color

REFRESHMENTS

IASX
CALIFORNIA
STOCKTON

Now Showing—

on the

62c - TAX INCLUDED

CAMPUS

Also—

NORTH HALL
SOUTH HALL

tlifcc-

F O R M F U N D t h a t will g i v e P a c i f i c

HELDORADO

WEST HALL

the "best dressed band in a West

Roy Rogers, Gabby Hayes

CO-OP HOUSE

ern Stadium in '47".

MU PHI EPSILON
EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA
RHIZOMIA — ARCHANIA

Model of the proposed new special
ly d e s i g n e d C O P u n i f o r m o n d i s p l a y

TAU KAPPA KAPPA

a t the Band Frolic. See it!

EAST HALL —QUONSETS

THE CUB
HOUSE
Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"
"OPEN EVENINGS"

OMEGA PHI ALPHA
ALPHA THETA TAU

Doubles—Garret and Dunas
(UCLA) d. Druliner and Pfister,
6-8, 3-3, default; Larsen and Col
lins (P).d. Saekett and Tellefson,
6-4, 6-2; Covey and Dalbeck (P)
tied Nichols and Fugle, 7-5, 3-3,
called account darkness.
onds, dumped the Lodi Flames
in their own tank last Thursday
afternoon 43 to 14.
Anttila's unit meet the San
Francisco State College flippers
this Friday afternoon in the C.O.
P. pool at 3 p. m. The J. C. men
tor figures that depth will figure
heavily in the meet and that the
visiting Gaters lack badly in that
department.
John McCandless was elected
captain of the JC splash crew last
Wednesday night.

PRIZE WINNING ACTS

Everybody's show to benefit UNI

6-1, 6-0.

fgm-;

S e n d in y o u r 5 0 w o r d a p p r a i s a l !

CASH PRIZES FOR REST ACTS

Phonograph
Records

WALTER'S
House of Gifts
<$>

OTTO SCHWILL

DISTINCTIVE GIFTS

2301 Pacific Avenue

GREETING CARDS

Phone 2-3553

<S>

Open Thurs. Evening

2119 Pacific Avenue

7—9 p. m.

Phone 2-2112
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California Mom Ex-Comm.
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
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Answer
(Contined from Page 3)

Jean MacNeill: "No!!"
PRESENTATION
the Tennis team when it goes to
Dot Sandrock: "Should grade
Presentation of an honorary UCLA.
EERF SNOSSELL! ! !
on ciass average."
. . . want some? Yes, you. O.K. award, and scroll of recognition
Peggy de Haas: "I don't like
Rumor has it that the players
go into JOHNNY CALVIN'S and will be made at a state conven must pay their own expenses to the way they do it."
buy a dollar's worth of records— tion next month.
Girl who wouldn't tell her
the Nationals, as they did at the
better still, buy five dollars' CIVIC ACTIVITIES
Berkeley meet. This is not true. name: "I don't like it."
worth. And what does it get you?
"Mort" Rehnert: "I haven't got
Action in racial relations has The Berkeley meet was not cov
For the first a free airplane ride been a prominent part of Mrs. ered by the athletic budget, there enough time to tell you."
at Stockton Field. For the second Forkner's life work. Outstanding fore, the players paid their vari
Bob Head: "All depends on
a free lesson! Scurry down to among her past accomplishments ous expenses.
what subject it is.
2016 Pacific Avenue.
Looks to me like most of us
are: School organizer in Peiping,
At this time, Student Body
HOW'S THE SUN TAN
China 1932, and teacher of the funds are too low to cover the just don't care how the teachers
. . . are you dressing for the American ways to pre-school | extra expenses of our representa grade.
Following are a few jokes and
occasion? Well then, have you children of seven different na tive's trips to the West Point
seen PENNEY'S assortment of tionalities, ranging from two to Speaking Convention, making the sayings that I have overheard
on the radio and in the news
sun suits. Our favorite's the two- five years old.
trip impossible unless the needed
papers. . . . "Then there was the
Tom Huff, COP student, was funds can be raised.
piece cotton twill. It's striper, red,
fellow who ate five bowls of alph
white and blue. The shorts but one of Mrs. Forkner's students
abet soup because he couldn't
ton down the back, and the halter at the Peiping school.
graduated from Harvard, Colum find a period!" . . . "There was
Returning from the Orient in
is cross-draped, surplice fashion,
bia, Stanford or California-Poly a fellow whose nickname is
tying around the neck. The price? 1937, the time when racial dis Technical school.
Baseball because his wife is al
You won't believe it, under three crimination was particularly keen
The eldest son, A. H. Forkner, ways throwing him out at home."
dollars. The address 500 East in California, she organized
Most of you have probably
Main.
China relief work in Stockton, is owner of his own business
and presided as chairman for school in Modesto. H. L. Forkner, heard great music such as the
IN BERMUDA YOU'D
next oldest, is professor of educa Sexette from Lucia, the Anvil
. . . get fined for wearing it. ten years.
tion at Columbia University, and Chorus from Tales of HoffHonestly, you would. But this is 1943 Mrs. Forkner organized the
j man, etc., but have you ever
California, and we like it. As a Inter National Club, and pre listed in Who's Who. Dr. Claude ! heard the one that is advertised
Forkner,
a
graduate
of
the
Har
matter of fact, we think there's sided over it for two years. This
in quite a few places, oh, surely
nothing like it. You'd look good racial organization was dedicated vard Medical School, is lecturer you have heard Refraine from
at
Cornell
Medical
School.
An
in it, too. No sleeves, buttons to better understanding, and
outstanding specialist in blood Hissing! . . . and I have also com
down the side, a big frill around furtherance of cultural relations.
She has also been an active diseases, Dr. Forkner was sent piled five ways to get along with
the neck, ties at the waist with
member
of the Philomathean to China as consultant to the Betty Co-eds. They are as fol
a big bow, and the skirt just-butClub
and
lecturer in behalf of United States Surgeon General lows: '
just covers t he bloomer-type
You have to have (1) Money
during the war. He was research
Chinese
relief
activities.
shorts. This is the 'Little Alice'
(2) Money
ist at the Rockefeller foundation
of California 'Doll Dress.' It's RECOGNITION
(3) Money
in Peiping, China, one of the five
made of cotton print and trimmed
For such devoted work in be
(4) Money
famed Rockefeller rrfedical schools
with a solid color broadcloth. The half of people of Chinese ances
(5) Money
in the world.
shorts come in the solid color. If try in the United States, Mme.
Then there is the cat who goes
you are looking for that 'some Chiang Kai-Shek presented Mrs.
to tennis matches and stops the
t h i n g d i f f e r e n t , ' S T O C K T O N Forkner with an award of recog
Demon Dance
players from playing because his
DRY GOODS sportswear depart nition, which, among other me
Are you a little devil? Would relatives are also in the raquet.
ment, 202 East Main is the place, morable Chinese souvenirs, can you like to warm your little . . . Well that does it for this
be seen in her living room at the toes to the tune of some really week (and also I guess just plain
IT GOES TO COLLEGE
hot stuff? We've got just the does it??) . . . I haven't thought
. . . this green morocco leather Co-op.
thing for you. It's the DEMON of a question for next% week, so
jewel case. It's not too big—but MOTHER OF THREE
Death of her husband at an DANCE presented by the Soph- 1 all I can say is "This is thirty
it's ever-so-roomy. Open the lid
and there appear two sections early age, left Mrs. Forkner to •omores, Irv Corren, chief devil for now." . . . TU.
with space for rings, chains and play the mother-father role to in charge. Main frolic from 9
pins. These stair-step in the side three small sons. She raised to 12—Coming May 3rd.
The Brothers Warner are
revealing a bottom compartment these three boys, sent them to
thinking about making a movie
for your bracelets, pearls and college, and is now the grand
! of A. A. Stagg's life.
Patronize our advertisers.
necklaces. This we found at mother of eight grandchildren
LOGAN'S CAMERA SHOP, 20 and two great grandchildren, all
North San Joaquin. By the way, who are either attending or have
it's within your budget, under
fifteen dollars.
the beach she throws a ruffled
cape over her shoulders. Later
MOONGLOW AND STUFF
. . . Moonglow print in Spell- this becomes a short skirt, above
Bound material. Sounds dreamy, which she wears a dropped-shoulLIME
COAL
Tel. 6-6966
doesn't it? Oh, but it's practical der midriff blouse. And finally,
RRICK
WOOD
PLASTER
too. And it's a smart girl who for evening, she substitutes the
FUEL OIL
830 S. Calif..
owns this complete Cole outfit. long 'patio' skirt. All of these she
DIESEL OIL SAND
ROCK
STOVE OIL
She. starts out with the swim gets at The Wonder, 340 East
Stockton
GRAVEL
CEMENT
suit, either the one or two-piecer. Main. She'll tell you how soft,
Both lend 'figure flattery' with soft the material is. You could go
WILLA
the Matletex side stitching. For see for yourself.

YOLLAHD ICE & FUEL CO.

LETS MEET AT

Fountain Service
3216 PACIFIC AVENUE

S E R V I N G

P A C I F I C

TED'S
MEAT MARKET
434 E. WEBER

DIAL 8-8628

Bnr

TODAY TRY

MILLER-HAYS CO.

Somebody's Looking
At You
By MARCIA LOU BROWN
FASHION
It's time for cotton again, but
that's an obvious statement. We
very much like eyelet this sea
son, it always looks cool and
crisp. If you want to be practical,
there's that word again, peasant
blouses with bright - colored
skirts are just the thing for you.
Simplicity is synonymous with
cotton this Spring and the plainer
they are the better. If you want
that always cool look choose pas
tels for your colors. When men
tioning cottons this season it
would be inexcusable not to men
tion the newest rage—cotton
formals. We really approve of
this new trend.
QUITE A NAME
Many up and coming young de
signers are making quite a name
for themselves on these stun
ning new formals. Like short
wash dresses simplictiy is of ut
most importance in this new type
of formal. One of the nicest
things about these dresses other
than the fact that they are very
attractive is the matter of their
being extremely easy to wash.
This is quite an item in that they
always look fresh and pretty.
Off the shoulder, strapless and
the like are back with the cotton
evening dress. A matching or con
trasting stole is an effective way
to combat that too bare look.
Here like every thing else the
length of wash dresses has gone
down considerably. This very
long skirt has a name—the patio
length. These longer skirts are
most often seen on sun back
dresses.
SUN BACKS
Although sun backs are not ac
ceptable for school you might
keep them in mind for that vaca
tion wardrobe. We also want to
mention the false peplvm on the
new gowns. It is an attractive
idea and most becoming if you
dre slim.
Well, keep your cottons plain
and keep them long and you can't
go too far wrong.

Spring Dance at
Co-Op a Success
"Moonlight and Roses" was the
theme of the Co-op Spring dance,
Saturday evening, April 12, 1947.
Artifical roses and ivy trellises
provided a background for soft
blue lighting, paper moons, and
tiny stars.
MOONLIGHT AND MUSIC
Bids were silver half-moons or.
black paper and white lettering.
Johnny Graves with Winkle and
Clyde provided a musical back
ground. Refreshments of punch,
peppermint ice cream and choco
late angel food cake were served.
SKAGGS /CHAIRMAN
Arlene Skaggs acted as general
social chairman assisted by Diana
Evans, refreshments, and Doris
March, bids. Mr. and Mrs. Arnold,
Mr. and Mrs. Bighley, and Mr.
Light were chaperons.
NEWS BRIEFS—

Plumbing With A Smile
Serving College of the Pacific
17 South Colfornia Street

"Appealing Apparel for Prudent People'

Grant at Weber Avenue

Dial 2-0229

The swimming pool is open
Saturday and Sunday afternoon
to PSA card holders only. Stu
dents must furnish their own
towels, and no smoking is al
lowed in pool area.
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EDITORIAL
Mostly Talk
We see by the papers where one Reverend Rrian Green,
upon completing a lecture tour of United States colleges
and universities, returned to his native England and re
marked to his congregation that immorality was rampant
in American schools.
To be specific, the good man intimated that 70 per cent
of American college women and 90 per cent of American
college men had non-marital sex relations.
We keep hearing from the people of Great Rritain
that Americans are all right, hut they are crude and a little
rude at times. From here it looks as if the situation is re
versed.
Our claim isn't that the moral fibre of American col
lege students is unimpeachable, though we find it hard to
believe the Reverend is correct in his figures. What we
want to know is, where does Reverend Green get off ac
cepting U. S. hospitality and good will, only to return home
and say what he did, in the way he did!
Evidently crudeness and rudeness are not wholly Amer
ican traits.

Issue
At Hand
By CARROLL DOTY

What's Hip?
With big name band business
still in a hazardous state, many
name sidemen today are turning
to the concert halls in order to
keep a little gold rolling in.
More jazz concerts are being
planned or held at the present
time than in any other era of the
music business. The musicians
are getting a big charge out of
this new set up. They are keeping
their wallets fairly fat as well as
keeping their lips in shape.

Dear Me:
Darn it, boss, I've been so
swamped with work at the News
Service and up here in the Week
ly office for the past few days,
I just didn't get around to hand
ing out an issue this week. And
besides, who can work in wea
ther like this? I'm not lazy. Ifs 1 TOP MEN
The four big men in the field:
just that I haven't felt like doing
Norman Graz' Jazz at the Phil
anything.
I noticed a few weeks back harmonic, Eddie Condon's group,
Jimmy Evan's Cavalcade of Jazz
that your star feature writer, M.
and the Gale Offic's unit have
Brimm, felt pretty much the same
given
these jazz concerts quite a
way, and she told you about it in
verse. But you know I can't even big boost up the ladder of popu
rhyme moon with June, so I guess larity. Now new names are pop
ping up in some concert form or
I can't tell you about it that way.
another.
Besides, I wouldn't want to steal
These concerts are sort of grad
her stuff, as if I could.
uated jam sessions. The type of
PALSY-WALSY
music played ranges from Dixie
You know, chum, I noticed Mar land to rebop.
vin Morganti and Lola Galli act NEW YORK CENTER
ing nothing but friendly toward
Right now-the big center of
Education, traditionally a state function, is currently each other recently. In case you these concerts is in New York.
under Washington scrutiny because of present teacher pay ever get around to starting up
There you will be able to find
demands. At least nine senators and congressmen have writ that gossip column you've been one going on during any Sunday
about, it might make a afternoon or evening during the
ten and introduced bills for federal education funds during thinking
nice lead. And besides, what I week as an open "jam session"
the present session of congress. In an editorial, Collier's sees just wrote takes up space, which
every Tuesday night. The Gale
federal aid as the answer to the present teacher shortage.
means I have just that much less office just pulled a big job at
Here is the evidence of another entrance into state mat to go to fill up this column.
Carnegie Hall featuring such
ters by the federal government. Advocates of state sover I don't know whether I'm talk
eignty point to the evils of bureaucratic government, top- ing out of turn or not, but some
of the boys in the know were tell
heavy government and government by remote control as ing me, strictly off the record,
pitfalls of centralization.
the other day that a boy to be
Without arguing one way or another on the much-de reckoned with in the coming PSA Editor,
While I am a firm believer in
bated states' rights issue, it's a fact that a democratic na presidential election just returned freedom of the press, I hold that
from
Bowling
Green
the
other
tion must possess a good school system if it is to perpetu
day, laden with honors. And then such freedom entails certain re
ate itself. At present such a system is the responsibility of there's the other group which in sponsibilities. Personal opinion
the states. Should the states tail to "clean their own houses" sists that "the voice" has a good should be supported by facts.
Last week in "The Tiger's Tale"
with respect to their apathy over teachers' salaries, it's a chance.
good bet that the federal government, by popular demand, Don't quote me, pal, but I just column there occurred certain in
thought you might want to look accuracies pertaining to the fi
will step in and take over in the field of education.
nancial situation of the tennis
into it.
—Associated Collegiate Press
team.
RIGHT UP THERE
The column stated that the
By the way, boss, did you know
that the USC tennis coach, after Tiger team had to pay all its ex
watching George Druliner and penses to the NCIC tournament
Hank Pfister top his number one in Berkeley. The reason the mem
doubles team, termed them the bers paid their individual ex
Member
team to beat in the coming Na penses was not mentioned. The
tional Intercollegiates? It couldn't original Varsity Tennis budget
Pbsociated Collegiate Press
happen
to a couple of nicer guys, did not include the NCIC' because
Carroll R. Doty, Editor-in-Chief
Miriam MartelI, Business Manager
that tournament was scheduled
Na-nci Rinehart, Chair, of Publications
if
it
does.
Dr. A. E. Woodall, Faculty Advisor
to end on a Sunday. When dates
Before
I
forget,
I've
got
a
little
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student
were moved up a day, COP en
ciation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office
Stock
gripe
that
I
wish
you'd
plug
in
e, stocaton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
tered.
your rag. Did you know that one
Meanwhile, the budget had
Charlra'o'rr
Associate Editor of the reason's the Student Union
or
Franic
3.==—.
"
™J
b
e
en approved without N C I C
benefit
show,
"All
That
Glitters",
John Tucker
Sports Editor
8 Pli?01' didn't
dates. Therefore the team meexactly
prosper
was
be
Helen Howard
_
'£
a!*
Featm-e Editor
Nanci Rinehart
bers paid their own way, exclus
Marcia Lou Brown
cvrt°r cause the musicians union forced
I.en Hughes
Fashion Editor the producers to pay a full band ive of entry fees, but they will be
Bvron Mever
Librarian
John Benty
Exchange Editor regular salary just for standing reimbursed for expenses incur
Harry Hammer
WJA «
by and not tooting a horn. Gee, red.
Photographers
_Z=""jBrtil» \KmKS
you'd think Little Caesar could
"The Tiger's Tale" columnist
get his rake-off from less worthy also stated that "this week the
Huth, Bernice Golden, Roy Linden, Lee Brooks, A1 Levy, Carroll Bravo. '
racket wielders travel, at their
causes.
own expense, to Los Angeles to
BLOOD, AND GORE
Rondo Bouts
John Marion, the Bard of North meet USC and UCLA." Such a
PAY NOW
(Continued from Page 3)
The Bond Booth will be open Hall, was telling me the other statement is in error. The tennis
next
Monday through Friday day that he didn't think much of budget, admittedly somewhat lim
"Where'er You Walk" from
from
1 to 3 for final Naran- those fiction stories you've been ited this year, allowed $90 for
"Semele," by Handel—"It Was a
running on page three. Now don't meals and about $50 for trans
jado payments.
Lover and His Lass," by Thomas
get sore. I know they're your portation via two private ve
Morley—"Have You Seen But a
hicles. Arrangements were made
We neglected last week, to con pets. It's just that John likes his
White Lily Grow," anonymous—
fiction gruesome. Why, if there in advance for the various team
"The Two Corbies," arr. by Percy gratulate Thelma Berg on her
aren't two murders per paragraph, members to stay with relatives
Grainger—"Willow Willow," arr. new position as assistant choir
John just doesn't figure a story is and friends.
by Percy Grainger.
manager. Best wishes, Thelma,
I should appreciate your print
worth reading. So how about run
Mr. Welton will also sing, for all sorts of happiness. It's ob ning a real gory one. Just for ing, for the sake of accuracy,
"Green Grow the Rushes," by vious you enjoy your work. John—and me.
these facts.
Arnold Bax. He will be accom There's nothing like a good boss
Phil Garlington
I was walking past the outdoor
panied by Mrs. Wilhelmina Har- to lighten the working girl's load. theatre the other night on the
bert. Mr. Horace I, Brown and
Just a final word—if it gets too way back from Thors, and I wish note doesn't leave you feeling
Mrs. Beatrice Walton Bodley will hot to bear in one of the cells in you'd tell me something, friend. badly toward me. I promise to
play the "Sonata, op. 18, in E the conservatory, you can prob Why do all those people sit out get my little effort in on time next
flat major," by Strauss, and ably twist Gil Tunnison's arm there when there's nothing going week. Oh yes, I was going to
written for violin and piano.
and get a little vital information. on on stage? And all the couples mention Lois Post and Wilina An
Remember, this fine program is Tell us, Gil, is it cooler at 4 sit so far apart. It didn't look very derson in my column but they
to be given Sunday afternoon at o'clock in the morning, or is 5 a friendly to me.
didn't want me to, so I won't.
3 o'clock.
bit more comfy?
j Well, boss, I hope this little See you at Mardi Gras, chum.

Federalized Education?

. . . . B y MORTAROTTI

names as Bill Harris, Dave Tough,
Ralph Burns, Charlie Shavers and
others.
NEW MASSES magazine, a
New York journal is sponsoring
a cutting contest soon at Man
hattan Center.
The program will attempt to
sit one musician against each
other ... a difficult test to ac
complish commercially. J. C. Higginbotham will battle Miff Mole,
Frankie Newton against Wild
Bill Davidson, Sidney Bechet vs.
Buster Bailey, Don Stovall vs.
Earl Bostic, Joe Sullivan against
Art Hodes and a few other com
binations.
GROUP TOUR

Many of these groups go on
tours around the country. Last
Spring Norman Graz led his
group into Stockton and we were
able to hear the stuff of Coleman
Hawkins, Pearl Bailey, Willie
Smith, Buck Clayton, Helen
Humes, Trummie Young, Illinois
Jaquet and many others.
I don't know how long this
new concert fad is going to last
•—it is true tho' that big bands
are on the way out. Maybe these
concerts are the coming thing.
The public has very changeable
minds so it's up to these poor mu
sicians to knock themselves out
trying to please Mr. and Mrs.
John Doe.

LETTERS TO EDITOR

PACIFIC0WEEKLY

Editor,
Pacific Weekly:
Your article concerning "All
That Glitters" on page four of
last week's WEEKLY was con
spicuous for three reasons:
1. It was a prejudicial review
masquerading without a by
line as a news story.
2. It displayed a notable de
parture from the WEEKLY'S
traditional policy of provid
ing "rave" notices for all the
atrical productions conncted
with the college.
3. It was an unwarranted re
buff for many college stu
dents who put in hours of
hard work in an effort to
provide funds for the Stu
dent Union.
It is hardly possible that this
brand of gratitude will serve as
an inducement to anyone consid
ering a donation of money, time,
or good will to the Student Union
in the future.
—Marshall Windmiller
Ah, the trials and tribulations
of the newspaper business.—Ed.

Mirror
(Continued from Page 3)
lege for her freshman year, 194849. She got it.
PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT

has come to Providence Col
lege. A freshman there who,
when asked by a patronizing
"family friend" how old he was,
answered: "Well, my latest per
sonal survey shows my psycho
logical age to be 22; my moral
age, 10; my anatomical age, 11.
and my physiological age, 16. I
suppose, however, you refer to
my chronological age which is 18."
That silenced all further at
tempts at conversation.
AT THE MANOR

Virginia—"Gee, she must love
her husband if she treats him
like a god every day."
Jackie—"Yes, she puts a burnt
offering before him every eve
ning at around six."

